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Student Publications
Board Established

versity, and when necessary remove a staff member or student
editor.
The ASSU president will apcate balance between authority point
one member from his adand freedom which is so essenbranch; one will be
ministrative
tial to its commitment as a cenby the student senate
selected
ter of higher learning."
from its own ranks; one elected
The above quote was taken by
the student body during
University
from a statement of
quarter elections, and
spring
Policy concerning student pubtwo chosen by the chief editors
lications. On October 1 a nine- of
the three publications.
member Student Publications
Board became effective. Fr.
SINCE THE student body
Timothy Cronin, S.J., represents member-at-large
cannot be choadministration
and
chairthe
is
the
by
sen
students
this year,
man of the board.
names will be submitted
In commenting about the phil- three
the student senate by the adosophy behind the board Fr. to
visory board of the ASSU presiCronin said that the board was dent. The senate will then vote
designed "to insure both the
one.
freedom and the responsibility onOne
of the non-student mempublications."
the
The
of
school
will be appointed by the
current trendof establishing stu- bers
president of S.U. and will repdent publication boards across
the administration. He
nation
decentralizes
the
the con- resent
will
also
publications
trol of student
with- the board.serve as chairman of
in a university.
One will be a graduate of the
University
active in professional
BOARD
represent
THE
will
journalism.
Another will be choadministration, students, faculty, alumni and professional sen from the faculty senate.
The fourth will be an S.U. gradmen. Members will be announc- uate
in the legal profession. He
ed at a later date.
be selected by the alumni
will
The basis for the existence of
the board can be inferred from president.
The policy statement outlines
the statement of policy: "... the
functions of the three sturightly
the University
reserves
publications in this way:
to itself final authority in mat- dent
policy
practice
ters of
and
be"THE SPECTATOR, as the
cause the University alone, as student newspaper, in fulfilling
publisher, is legally responsible this function has both the right
for both the content and the con- and the responsibility to report
duct of all its publications
." news of student interest from on
The statement also stresses and off campus, to editorialize
that its (the University's) edu- on matters of student concern,
cational goals can best be and to provide a forum for the
achieved in an "atmosphere of free expression of opinion and
freedom and responsibility for exchange of ideas between stuall members of the University dents and faculty
all who
communityin the search for ob- write for The Spectator should
jective truth and in the expres- strive to maintain the highest
sion of personal opinion ."
standards of accuracy, truthfulness and fair play."
UNDER THE auspices of the
The Aegis, as the student
board are the major student yearbook, "should provide an
publications of S.U., The Specta- accurate, complete and balanctor, Fragments, and the Aegis. ed presentation of pictures and
The board will confirm the ap- text."
pointments of student editors,
Fragments, the campus literinterpret and apply University ary magazine, "is essentiallyan
policy in reference to student extension of classroom activity
publications, and evaluate and or independentstudy
thererefer to the President requests fore those who publish in this
beyond those allocated by the journal should enjoy the same
ASSU budget.
freedom of expression that they
The board will also arbitrate would have in submitting asdisputes that may arise between signed papers to their instrucstudent publications and individ- tors
they should follow the
uals or groups within the Uni- canons of good taste."

Wing Luke Presentation:

Honor Volunteer Tutors

By LYNNE BERRY

... that the University
able to maintain the deli-

»"

..

...

..

.. .

TO GIVEIS TO RECEIVE: Two of the St.
Peter Claver Center student tutors help
"their pupils" during a Monday afternoon

session. This is the fourth year the S.U.
students have participated in the project.

The volunteer tutors of ed each year to the individual
CARITAS, an S.U.-support- or organization making "a maed program designed to help po- jor contribution to the welfare
youth in the community."
tential school dropouts, will re- ofCARITAS,
an acronym formceive the annual Wing Luke
bulky title "Comed
from
the
Award from the Seattle-King
munity
Action
Remedial InCounty Youth Commission.
struction Tutoring and AssistThe presentationwillbe made ance Service," means in Latin,
by Ed Devine, public affairs as- "love." CARITAS tutors, mostly
sistant to Mayor Dorm Braman, S.U. students supplemented by
at noon Oct. 19 in the St. Peter U.W. and high school volunClaver Center auditorium, 1608 teers, seek a personalencounter
E. Jefferson St.
with a person who is deficient in
his studies or is in danger of
THE AWARD, named after a dropping out.
well-known Seattle City Councilman who disappeared on a
plane flight in 1962, is present-

SEATTLE
XXXVI

THIS IS achieved by tutoring
on a one-to-one basis. The ma-

jor aim of the program is to
raise the level of slow learners
in the Seattle area public and
private schools. A further aim
or means to accomplishing this
objective is to establish a personal and individual relationship
with the tutored child.
In order to accomplish this,
the tutors supplement their regular academic teaching with
trips to parks, museums and

other activities designed to help
widen the child's experience.
The program is funded
through the Seattle-King County
Office of Economic Opportunity,
and supplemented by private
grants.
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Married Peace Corps Volunteers
To Recruit Students at S.U.

By KERRY WEBSTER
Elana Sutinen might
have guessed when she
married her husband, Jon,
that she was in for trouble. First, there was his habit
of camping out in the middle
of elephant herds. Then there
was his insistence on living in
the suburbs.
Kenya, to be exact.
ic Council, and Leo Hindery,
As far as African countries
treasurer,
ASSU
will continue to go,
Kenya has a little bit of
adoption
multipurwork on
of
everything:
Rolling savanas,
po s c plasticized identification
arid plains, fertile valleys and
cards for the student body.
the continent's second highest
mountain, Mt. Kenya (17,040
ALSO DISCUSSED at the
meeting were plans for an octa- ft).
gonal readerboard to be purIT HAS LIONS, tigers, leopchased by the ASSU. The board ards, elephants and 7,287,000
people, most of which exist by
(Continued on page 4)
farming the one-third of the
country which will support

. ..

Advisory Board Named
To Aid ASSU President

The ASSU Presidential
Advisory Board met for the
first time this quarter Monday night. In conference
with ASSU President Tom Hamilton, the five board members
outlined their basic objectives
and made some tentative plans
for the school year to come.
A new positionon the advisory
board, a campus coordinator for
the city-wide CHECC (Choose
an Effective City Council) organization will be filled by Paul
Bader, a senior student senator.
JIM LYNCH, a junior who
has served as president of the
Jesuit Student Body President's
Conference, will organize the
several student body assemblies
planned for this year, in addition to his duties as High School
Affiliations director.
The assemblies, a Hamilton
administration innovation, will
be held before home soccer
games, in an effort to boost attendance at both events.
COORDINATING soccer ac-

Yosuka Suga Recital
Scheduled for Friday

Yosuka Svga, University of
Washington School of Music
graduate, will present a piano
recital on Friday, October 13,
at 8 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.
Mr. Svga came to the United
States from Tokyo, Japan in
1956 to study music. For three
years he studied under James
Friskin at New York's Julliard
School of Music.
At the University of Washington he studied under Bela Siki
and Madame Berthe Poncy-Jacobson.
The arrangements Svga will
play include: "Partita No. 2",

tion will be Sophomore member
Joe Zavaglia. Soccer is a new by Bach, "Three Intermezzi
sport at S.U., and Zavaglia will Opus 118" by Brahms, "Sonata
try to build attendance and iron Opus 110" by Beethoven, "Fanout any difficulties that may tasyin FMinor" by Chopin, and
arise.
three of his own compositions.
John Rogers will represent the
Admission will be complimenASSU to the University Academ- tary.

crops.

And, in 1965, it also had two
brand new Peace Corps volunteers, Jon and Elana Sutinen,

fresh from San Francisco State
College. Their job was to help
the Kenyan government organize a system of farmer's co-operatives, and to teach the un-

educated farmers basic business
techniques and bookkeeping.

BETWEEN SUCH duties were
sightseeing trips across most of
East Africa, and camping trips
in the beautiful highlands.
Although the Highlands are
a reputed hunter's paradise, the
Sutinens did no hunting.
Says Elana, "We couldn'tbear
to hurt any of those beautiful
animals." There were times
when the local beasties were

less than beautiful, however.
Like the evening an elephant

herd bedded down outside the
couple's tent.

Mr. and Mrs. Jon Sutinen
"THEY WERE so close," to "do something positive in a
Elana recalls, "we could hear world sense", Jon and Elana
their stomachs growling."
Sutinen will be in the Chieftair
Then there was the myopic cafeteria during the school day
rhinocerous who peered into the today throughFriday, to explain
Sutinen's car but failed to rec- the Peace Corps and accept apognize anything worth charging. plications.
How does Elana view her
A movie produced for the
honeymoon with the Peace Peace
Corps, "This Land," will
Corps?
be
shown
at 7:30 tonight in the
"It was a terrific experience," Library auditorium.
she enthuses, "it broadens you
greatly. It's wonderful to be able
Peace Corps tests will be ad
to do something positive in a ministered today and Friday ai
2 and 4 p.m., in Bannon 112
world sense."
and tomorrow at 3 and 4 p.m. ir
FOR S.U. students who want the Xavierhall conference room
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Japanese Pianist Joins
East, West on Keyboard
By CATHLEEN CARNEY

Friday.evening at 8 p.m.,
Pigott Auditorium will
host an artist of truly in-

verse and Shakespeare's sonnets, between flat black and
white paintings on rice paper
and the three-dimensional rea-
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Claver Center Proves Value
By RICHARD SCHREIBER

There is little that is more pathetic than a child condemned to failure. Unfortunately, this is the condition of
the children seeking a friend and tutor at the St. Peter
Claver Center.
Despite these sometimesseemThe children who come for
tutoring manifest a variety of ingly overwhelming obstacles,
academic and emotional prob- amazing progress has been
lems. But they all share one made because of the dedication
basic need; that is, to be re- and patience of past tutors. An
spected and viewed as individ- Office of Economic Opportunity
survey showed that well over
uals of worth and dignity.
80% of the parents of these
INHERENT in the nature o children observed significent imman as a social animal is the provement in the level of their
need for both the love and child's school performance. This

lism of European art.
In music, one might try to describe this contrast by saying
that the Oriental aims at a purity and simplicity following a
natural movement. The Western
traditionally seeks a rationality
and a dynamic strength. The
strong, sometimes violent expressions of joy and sorrow in
the Western style are replaced
in the Eastern mode by equally
strong, but less particularized
and deeply calm emotions. The
sculpting of a work by the use friendship of his fellow men
of silences is also more impor- Without this rapport no man is
capable of realizing his God
tant in Oriental forms.
given potential. But for these
SUGA ADDED that certain children it is more than a ques
contemporary Western compos- tion of developing to their opti
ers owe an unmistakable debt mum capabilities it is a matter
sister's music teacher, who had to Eastern music, having incor- of survival.
noted the young boy's interest in porated certain of those eleThe overwhelming number o
the piano.
ments in their own works.
children who seek help at the
Only seven years later Yosuke
He himself composes with a Claver Center come from brok
won a talent contest which en- background in both East and en homes, families unable to
titled him to perform over the West. One of his works to be afford crayons or books. In gen
national radionetwork of Japan. performed Friday attempts to eral they have been denied the
Since coming to the Northwest evoke traditional Japan, he kind of varied and stimulating
he has given public concerts fre- says, through music written in environment that the average
quently, in the Seattle Center a Western style.
American takes for granted.
Playhouse as well as at colleges,
At the close of the interview, Often their parents, though consuch as Reed and the U.W.
however, Svga stressed the ba- cerned, are unable to help their
As a lifetime student of both sically international character children because of almost total
the Eastern and the Western of music. The final importance illiteracy or very limited eduidiom, Mr. Svga said that the of a piece of music, he said, cation.
difference between the two cul- does not lie primarily in its perBehind before they begin
tures is as thoroughly expressed fection of a particular rhythm
many
of these children are desthought,
in music as it is in
lit- or harmony.
tined to repeat the same vicious
erature or painting.
Its true significance, rather, cycle unless the more fortunate
THE DISTINCTION in music is determined by how well it is are willing and able to come to
is as fundamental, he feels, as able to transcend mere techni- their assistance.
the difference betweenBuddhist calities and to express, in an
and Christian approaches to life, intensified form, some aspect of
HOWEVER, don't be misled
between the Japanese "haiku" human life.
The academic and emotional
problems of these children will
not be solved by shiningknights
Questions to Meet Opposition
on white chargers. The task beBy DAVID MAZZARELLA
For the first time since the fore the tutor is often grueling
and frustrating.
VATICAN CITY (AP)
A bishops began debating "danMost of the children tutored
bishop at the Roman Catholic gers to the faith" last WednesNegro, sometimes afraid
synod deplored Monday criti- day, the assembly heard more are
and
occasionally
hostile. Com
priestly
celibacy
cism of
and in- forceful exhortations for strindicated any attempt to question gency than for leniency in deal- monly, the tutor must find his
it at the assembly would meet ing with theologicalthought that way through a shell of apathy
bitter opposition.
questions traditional Catholic toughened by years of failure
and insecurity. Progress many
The synod heard the state- doctrine.
times seems abysmally slow anc
Pope
ment amid reports that
nor the painful; and no less disconcertcelibacy
Neither
the
Paul VI had told the bishops birth control issus was included ing is the discovery that your
they could submit written opinthe synod's five-topic agenda, values are probably very disions on the controversial Church in
but
some bishops were known similar from those of your
issue of birth control thus keepanxious to discuss them.
student.
to
be
ing it out of the synod's deliberations.
These developments came
against a backdrop of hardened
conservative opposition to what
many Church experts call the
progressive thrust of the 11-dayold synod.
ternational background. Mr. Yusuke Svga, a Japanese pianist
and a student at various times
of Japanese, Russian, American
and Hungarian teachers will
perform works by French and
Bach,
German composers
Brahms, Beethoven, Debussy
and Chopin as well as works
of his own composition.
June Svga graduated
om the U.W. having previously studied piano for three years
at the Julliard School of Music
in New York, and before that in
Tokyo. In Japan, his musical
talent was apparent from an
early age.
AS A five-year-old he began
receiving instructions from his
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take me so
literallq?
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improvement is largely attributable to increased motivation as
well as the mastering of certain

basic academic skills.

BROWN

CARTOON BOOK!

by Charles M. Schulz
aX your colle9*
only

£V m
m

bookstore

Holt, Rinenart and Winston, Inc.

Moreover, many tutors voluntarily extend their commitment
to their boys or girls by taking
them to museums, libraries and

other activities.

AND, OF COURSE as past
tutors will tell you, their relationship with their child is reciprocally gratifying. Nothing
can give more pleasure than
knowing that because of your
efforts even one little boy or
girl has found renewed confidence in himself and has gravitated toward a fuller and richer

Letter

to

To the editor:
I wish to register dismay and
protest at the policy of a student
newspaper, financed by Student
Body funds, which seems to ignore deliberately campus news
while giving a great deal of attention to off-campus events that are
fully covered in the downtown
newspapers.
Let me cite three examples
from the first two issues of the
present academic year: (1) a piano recital sponsored by the Department of Fine Arts on the
Seattle University campus for
Seattle University students is not
even mentioned in The Spectator
while free publicity is given to
concerts by the Philadelphia
String Quartet, the New York
Chamber Soloists, two faculty
members from the University of
Washington, and the Seattle Symphony Orchestra; (2) a story inviting Seattle University students

IW""

':..ii-

the

editor

(o join the Seattle University chorus is ignored, while the student
body is informed that 100 seats
have been reserved for a program
featuring Diana Ross and the Supremes; (3) the faculty committee on Graduate Studies and Fellowships, of which Iam a member, is forced to purchase an ad
in order to inform students that
we shall be available on a certain
evening to answer their questions
about graduate school, while frontpage stories deal with such things
as the activities of prostitutes on
14th and Jefferson.
A campus newspaper can be a
vital instrument of communication within a University. This is

obviously not the situation at Seattle University, and Iregret to
see a large amount of Student
Body funds being wasted.
Joseph J. Gallucci, Jr., Ph.D.

Associate Professor of Music

Chairman, Dept. of Fine Arts

B\
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come in and give us
a chance to show
you c f'nes ser "
vice and biggest
smile in town."

*

*^

Herb's Campus Shell
,

CHARLIE
PEANUTS*

needs.

SOME CRITICS may com- life.
One can see in their gleaming
eyes the reward of compassion;
and they are beautiful children.
If you are still unconvinced
or uncertain at least come to
the Claver Center either during
the week until 5 p.m. or on Saturday from 10-3 p.m. We are
looking forward to meeting you.
The Claver Center is located
fundamental concern.
at the corner of 16th and JefferThe structure or relationship son, a short ten minute walk
between tutor and child is essen- from Campion Tower.
tially informal. Because of a
Remember, they need you.

fcfcMjj^^^^

THE NEW

has optimum flexibility in establishing communication with the
child and seeking the most effectual means of meeting his

plain that the 400 students and
the equal number of tutors involved in this effort barely
scratch the surface either in
number or scope of the farranging problems affecting "the
other America." They are probably correct. But for some
children our efforts are making
a difference, and this is our

"-'jssij

YOU'LL
FLIP,

one to one relationship the tutor

Open
6 a.m. to
2 a.m.

...7 Days
a

week

2th
d E Cherry
#
Call: EA 2-4428

° "

F R FR

PICKUP AND DELIVERY

ACROSS
across

FROM
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Adloi Stevenson III Enumerates
Problems with State Governments

By RON PERRY
"Downhill" is the direction in
which state government is headed, according to Adlai E. Stevenson 111, who spoke to a capacity crowd at the Lemieux Library auditorium Friday morning.
Stevenson, the treasurer of Illinois and son of the late and
great ambassador to the United
Nations, emphasized the sorry
state of present state governments. "There is a failure of
will and of political expertise at
the state level of government,"
he said.

Seattle Soundings

tion and mass transportation as
examplesof these types of problems.
Another difficulty for state

By DIANNE BYE
Pianist Frank Marks shared
governments is their inability to selections of Bach, Beethovan,
cope with urgent contemporary Schumann and Copeland in recital last Thursday night in
situations. Stevenson pointedout Pigott
Auditorium.
legislative
processes
how
deter
His performance was a soothsuccessful and effective bills
from being enacted. Oftentimes, ing blend of these exciting and
mayors of big metropolitan cit- diversified pieces. With both inies must make direct appeals to tesity and professionalease this
the federal government, thus by- accomplished Northwest musician delighted a mere smatterpassing the state legislature.
ing of students and faculty
ACCORDING to Stevenson, members.
there are two solutions to the
THE LACK OF attendance
dilemma in which state governments now find themselves. One (no more than 50 in the audiSTEVENSON began his talk
is reapportionment, which some ence) speaks for itself. This rewith a brief history of the evostates
have successfully under- cital was the first in a series
lution of state government but
taken. The other is revision of of musical events begun last
devoted most of his time to outstate constitutions. The biggest spring and sponsored by S.U.s
lining the problems that condanger to both of these solutions fine arts department.
ADLAI
STEVENSON
111
front today's state officials.
is the pressure exerted by speDr. Louis K. Christensen, S.U.
These contemporary urban regional than statewide. Steven- cial interest and press v re concert director, has arranged
problems were seen to be more son cited air and water pollu- groups.
for several guest musicians,
Perhaps it is unfair to com- doctoral candidates from the
pare Stevenson to his father, but U.W. and professional artists to
the youngerStevenson gave only give complimentary concerts
brief indications of the polish, throughout the year. The opporpolitical knowledge, and dynam- tunity, then, is not only for a
ic qualities of leadership pos- deeper cultural experience, but
sessed by the elder statesman. for a free one right here on
When asked about Vietnam and campus.
Dr. Christensen pointed out
foreign affairs, Stevenson admitted that as treasurer of Illi- that elsewhere students will pay
nois his main field of compe- $5 a seat to hear these people.
tence is state politics.
THE NEXT RECITAL will ba this Friday,
Yet, Stevenson does not lack Oct. 13, in Pigott Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Yosuke Svga of Tokyo, a U.W. music gradupersonal warmth.
ate, will play "Partita No. 2" by Bach,
In a special interview with "Three Intermezzi Opus 118" by Brahms,
"Sonata Opus 110" by 'Beethoven, "Fantasy
The Spectator, he volunteered in
F Minor" by Chopin and three original
information concerning another compositions.
traveling
of his purposes for
to
the Northwest and Seattle,
which is to raise funds for the
Adlai E. StevensonMemorial Institute for International Affairs To the editor:
at the University of Chicago.
When Iread the notice about
The Memorial Institute, found- "compulsory attendance" for sened after the death of the late iors at the Mass of the Holy
Stevenson, is an attempt of peo- Spirit in the October 4 edition of
ple from different countries and The Spectator I was somewhat
different backgrounds to study surprised and asked myself, "Did
universal problems in the con- I really say that?" As a matter
of fact the message to The Spectext of world-wide affairs.
tator passedthrough severalhands
between the time Isaid it and it
STEVENSON,
SAID
"The In- appeared in print.
stitute is non-political, non-govBut, it is our Mass. It is for our
ernmental, and avoids political
faculty and students, especially
principal
The
of
conflicts.
area
the seniors. My hope is that as
concern is finding solutions to many
seniors as possible can be
universal problems such as vio- present. However, I would
not
*#
politics
the'brain
lence in
and
want anyone to think that he is
"
"compelled"
drain.'
to attend the Mass

C&c/iihe.~R&cfßunner/

—

&your7tymoutf)Z>ealers.

DRAMA
"Once Upon a Mattress/ t+ie third Lyric
Theatre musical production, features Bob
Gardener, a sophomore at S.U. as the male
lead. Tom Peterson, a freshman art major
here, is stage manager. Gayle Kriley, also
of S.U., is costume editor. Maury Sheridan
directs. 8:30 p.m.. Lyric Theater, 2115 sth
Aye., October U-14,17-21, 23-28.
"Man of La Mancha" cannot be missed by
any conscientious theater-lover. A special
XVI Radio and Northwest Releasing event,
it begins at the Seventh Avenue Theatre,
2:30 p.m., Oct. 11, 14, 18, 21 8:30 p.m.,
Oct. 11-14, 16-21. Call Bon Marche Ticket
Office, MU 2-6755.
''
'The Man Who Came to Dinner, is an
American semi-classic comedy written in 1939
by Hart and Kauffman. F.R. McCall plays
the tyrannical celebrity; the play opens tomorrow night at the Cirque Playhouse. 7:30
p.m., Oct. 12, 17-19, 24-26, 31. 8:30 p.m.,
Oct. 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, 28.
1

MUSIC
Tickets for the Seattle Symphony, Oct. 22,
Jan. 21 and March 3 are still on sale at the
ASSU office in the Chief.
Chamber Music Concert, a program of
string quartets. Corinne Oregard, violinist;
Karen Swenson, violinist; Lenore Forbes on
the viola; Kirn Scott plays the cello. 3 p.m.,
Oct. 15, Seattle Art Museum, Volunteer Park.
FREE.
AM Akbar Khan and Company present a
sarod concert of tranditional Indian music.
Usfad AM Akbar Khan, sarod; Pandit Mahapurush Misra, fabla, and Ashish Khan, tarnboura. 8 p.m., Oct. 17-19, HUB Auditorium,
U.W.
FILM'S
"Lazarillo" (Spain), the fifth in an International Film Series, YWCA, sth and Seneca,
Oct. 13, 8:15 p.m.
"Rush to Judgment," Mark Lane's Warren
plus "Good Times, WonCommission attack,
''
Edgemont Theatre, Oct. 11
derful Times.
Foreign
16. First Run
Film Series.
"The Magnificent Seven,' the first of the
series,
"New Japanese
quarter film
autumn "
Cinema.
3:30 p.m., HUB Auditorium. 8
p.m.. Health Sciences Auditorium. Tickets
sold as series only. Others in the series,
extending to Dec.
" 5: "Ukiguso," "Yojimbo,"
"The Insland, '"Fires on the Plain," Uget.
su,"1 "Kagi," "Woman in the Dunes." Students: $4. for series, purchased at HUB
ticket office of Office of Lectures and Concerts.

-
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am sure we can work things out.
If students feel that the $2.25
rental fee for cap and gown is
overly expensive perhaps we can
eliminate the cap and gown requirement in future years. I
would appreciate a discussion of
this problem by the Student
Senate.
I know this letter may be too
late for those who have already
rented caps and gowns. I am
sorry if it has caused an undue
financial pinch. With all best
wishes, Iremain
Edmund W. Morton, S.J.
Academic Vice President
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which would excuse

anyone from attending the Mass,
please drop into my office and I
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Board Plans
Activities
(Continued from page 1)

would replace the small one now
in front of the student union
building in carrying announcements about student body
events.
A delegation was selected to
represent the ASSU at the annual Mayor's Prayer Breakfast,
held this mo/ning at the Olympic Hotel. Breakfasting with
Mayor J. D. Braman were Tom
Hamilton and Barb Champoux
of the ASSU, Brian Nelson of
the Christian Activities Program
(CAP), and Cathy Van Der
Zicht, president of the Associated Women Students.
IN SUMMING up the initial
steps taken at the Advisory
Board meeting, President Hamilton emphasized the fact that
much depends upon student sup-

Bolivian Army Slays Evans to Remain
Ex-Castro— Henchmen On State Level

LA PAZ, Bolivia (AP)
Bolivian Army officials last night
officially confirmed reports that
Ernest "Che" Guevara, Cuban
revolutionary and guerrilla warfare expert, was shot and killed
in a clash between an outlaw
group he was leading and Bolivian Rangers.

A hunt was intensified for him
in Bolivia recently and the army
said it believed he and a small
band were trapped.

Governor Dan Evans said
at S.U. Friday that he felt
he "could better serve the
COL. JOAQUIN Zenteno Ana- people by remaining on the
ya, commanderof the Bth Army, state level" in the 1968 election.
said earlier in the day that GueEvans had been mentioned
vara was one of the guerrillas earlier that week by former
killed in the Sunday clash at President Dwight D. EisenhowHigueras, about 400 miles south- er as among several Republican
east of La Paz.
presidential possibilities, and a
The Army's chief of staff, Col. Republican poll had named him
Marcos Vasquez Sempertegui, as a possible vice presidential
said "official reports from Val- choice.
tegrande affirm Guevara was
"Things are starting to roll,"
killed and that his body is now the governor said. "I'd hate to
with the Bolivian army."
leave now."
The army invited newsmen to
fly Tuesday to Villegrande,near
EVANS MADE the statements
Higueras. The invitation led to in an interview after his keynote
speculation that the High Com- address during a banquetin Belmand wanted to display a body larmine Hall honoring the offireputed to be Guevara's and cials and trainees of the New
was withholding any announce- Careers Project, a federally fiment of his death until then.
nanced job-training program.
It was believed that the high
The governor praised the procommand was also proceeding gram for helping to provide "a

LATE REPORTS from Vallegrande, Bolivia, where Guevara's body is being held, have
tended to bolster the Bolivian
claims.
The body described as Guevara's lay with head propped
up and eyes open. There were
bullet holes near the heart and
in the neck. A scar on the left
hand was described as an important point in the identificaport for them.
tion, since Guevara bore such a
"We know that our potency in scar from the Cuban guerrilla
these tasks is completely de- campaign.
pendent on student body support," he said. "Confidantly, we
AN OFFICER said the action
ask their commitment to help us in which the guerrillas were
achieve our goal of stimulating slain took place in a deep ra- cautiously because of problems
growth, unity, and the spirit to vine, where the fighting was al- in identifying the slain guerrilachieve fulfillment."
la's body as beingpositively that
most hand to hand.
This officer said Guevara was of Guevara.
found gravely wounded and "unUnofficial reports earlier said
able to say anything."
the guerrilla force lost three
Guevara had been reported killed and two wounded.
killed or captured before. Once
The army suffered four killed
One hundred and twenty-five Prime Minister Fidel Castro's and four wounded in the clash,
coeds from seven universities right-hand man, his fate has the communique said, adding
and colleges in the Northwest been a mystery since he van- that "operations continue in the
will meet Friday and Saturday, ished from
Cuba in April, 1965. Higueras zone."
Oct. 13-14, at Seattle University
for the Region 111 Spur Convention.
THESE delegates, represent- Evening
ing a national sophomore women's service organization, will
Senior students are invited to will be sold from 9 a.m. to 4
come from University of Alaska attend the annual alumni cruise p.m. the remainder of the week
near Fairbanks; Portland Uni- Saturday at a cut-rate price. at the Alumni House. They will
versity, Marylhurst College and The "Cruise-in" will be between also be available from 11 a.m.
Linfield College, all in Oregon; 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. aboard to 1 p.m. in the Chieftain.
Pacific Lutheran University and the M.S. Tillikum.
Allenbach's Continentals and
University of Puget Sound, both
The Tillikum will leave from a banjo sing-along will be inin Tacoma; and S.U., host for
in the musical entertainPier 52 (ferry terminal, foot of cluded
the regional assembly.
ment.
Madison
St.).
Boarding
time
is
Convention theme is "Smile, from8-8:30 p.m.
The concession stand will be
Sparkle, You're a Spur."
open, and popcorn, mixer and
S.U. students can purchase ice will be available aboard
MEETING for the first time
$5 a couple. Tickets ship.
on the S.U. campus, Spurs will tickets for
campus
involvement,
discuss
service projects and other aims
or c mos+ discriminating
MAin 2-4868
of the organization, whose letters stand for "sacrifice, paITALIAN SPECIALTIES
triotism, understanding, responsibility and service."

Spur Convention
To Meet Friday

M.S. Tillikum Departs Saturday
'
for Annual 'Cruise-In

..
"

Hidden Charms

DAMASCUS, Syria (AP)— King

Faisal of Saudi Arabia has
banned miniskirts in a statement
calling them "indecent dresses
that exposedcharms that should
be hidden," Mecca radio said

Monday.

PAT LOPEZ
and
HIS GROUP
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Iam privileged to announce
my appointment ai campus representative for world-famous
FISHER stereophonichigh fidelity instruments.
$5S
On this occasion, I extend to you and your family a
cordial invitation to visit DUDA'S ELECTRONIC CENTER this week
for a personal demonstration of these superb instruments.
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Coming Dec. 1

DUKE ELLINGTON
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admits 2 Monday Thursday

MEETING WITH Evans at
the banquet were Fr. Edmund
Morton, S.J., academic vice
president of S.U.; William lies,
chairman of the board of trustees, New Careers; and Ulysses
Rowell, Jr., director of the

"
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Presenting this ad at the door

"a fuller society."

To Everyone
Who Enjoys Fine Music

|1

Playing Top 40 Tunes

job for each individual"; a task
he said was essential in building

| A Special §
|Announcement I
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ORDERS TO GO

GOV. DAN EVANS

See and Hear
The Amazing
New Sound of
Stereo High Fidelity

FISHER
Exclusive Showing at our Sound Salons
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Cecil (Sandy) Jones
Campion Tower Room 826
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Seattle, Wash. 98 133
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Supreme Court Faces
Draft Resister
Problem
—

Editoria

The Pill Problem

Groups within the Catholic Church who proceed to
investigate the moral validity of contraception are exhorting the hierarchy to take a positive stand on the
issue.
The most recent segment of the Church to make
such a request are the editors of America, the respected
national Jesuit magazine. In the editorial the Jesuits base
their position upon the attitude of Catholic doctors.
"Catholic doctors who see positive as well as negative values" in contraception do so for humane medical
reasons. Contraception can give relief from pregnancy
to couples who desperately need it.
The use of birth control methods in certain situations could lead to a marriage more active in Christian
love and less active in child production, the doctors
affirm.
The editorial never mentions any specific doctor or
groupof doctors.
Arguments for the sanction of contraception which
are founded on personal medical compassion will upset
someramrod natural law theologians.
Through the common-sense approach of doctors
rather than the logical gymnastics of philosophers, the
hierarchy can learn much. Doctors treat people for
human ailments and certainly the Church should also
minister to such ailments.
A recent article printed in the Catholic Northwest
Progress attacks the avowed concern about the issue
which Catholic doctors and the America Jesuits show
The prime argument of the Progress article is that
authority should be left to its own decision: Leave the
Pope alone in a room and he will arrive at a correct moral
position on the subject of contraception.
The fallacy in this attitude is that all dogmatic decisions have emerged from theological and even rationalistic debate.
An open stance taken in the field of contraception,
including research to develop an acceptable birth-control
device, should be taken by the synod of bishops currently
meeting inRome.
The synod may bar the subject of contraception
from its deliberations. We hope differently.

By BARRY SCHWEID
WASHINGTON (AP)
The Supreme Court stepped squarely Monday into
one aspect of the national
debate over Vietnam by agreeing to decide whether jailing
draft-card burners violates their
constitutionalrights.
Also amid a stack of orders
was one opening the way for
the prompt jailing of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. under a contempt-of-court sentence.

ROLLING UP their sleeves
for what now appears to be a
momentous year, the justices
agreed at their first business
session since June to decide

—

Judge William C. Barber, who
said he will have no comment
until receiving the Supreme
Court's full order. It is left to
Barber to decide when and if to
jail King and the others.
Rejected also— "For want of a
substantial federal question"—
was a challenge to a Pennsylvania law that requires transportation in public school buses of
pupils attending nonprofit parochial and private schools.
THE COURT'S action, a bitter

—

CIRCUIT JUDGE W. A. Jenkins, who issued the injunction,
has since been succeeded by

Hence the double-headed appeal
by Justice and the ACLU.

THE COURT'S agreement to
look into chronic alcoholism
came as a bit of a surprise. Just

last October, over the strong
protests of Justices Abe Fortas
and Douglas, the court turned
down a similar appeal.
Behind the case is the feeling,
accepted in the U.S. Appeals

pill for those who believe in an Court here and in Richmond,
impenetrable wall between Va., that chronic alcoholism is
a disease and that public drunchurch and state, is certain to kenness,
therefore, should not
give support to similar busing
be punished as a criminal act.
programsin other states.
Only Justice William O. Douglas would have had the court

whether:
Chronic alcoholics should be listen to the appeal by a group
punished for public drunken- of Pennsylvania tax payers. His
ness.
colleagues saw no serious con—The federal right to a jury stitutional problem raised by the
trial in criminal cases should Pennsylvania law.
be made binding on the states.
Federal courts have the
AND JAMES R. Hoffa, impower to bar Southern states prisoned TeamstersUnion presfrom prosecuting civil rights ident, lost a bid for a new trial
demonstrators under state anti- for the jury tampering convicpicketing laws.
tion under which he is now servTHESE AND other controversial cases were among hundreds
of appeals submitted while the
court was in summer recess.
Most appeals were rejected,
including that of Dr. King who
was seeking to avoid serving a
five-day jail sentence in Birminghamin 1963 in violation of
an Alabama court order. Conviction of King and seven other
Negro ministers was affirmed
by the high court, 5 to 4, last
June.

draft-card burners could be sent
to jail legally for not having
their cards in their possession.

ing.
The draft-card burning case
was pressed on the court by
both the Justice Department
and the American Civil Liberties

Union.

In a 1965 amendment to the
Selective Service Law, Congress

gave the government authority
to jail persons destroying their

draft cards.

IT HAD withstood challenges
in the court until the U.S. Circuit Court inBoston ruled unanimously last April that it unconstitutionally abridges free
speech.
However, that same court said
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Four ROTC Cadets
To Receive Awards
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Four outstanding S.U. ROTC summer camp and who finished
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Martin Ancich, Roger Anderson, Hugh Bangasser, James
Billerbeck, Arthur Bobb. James
Borden, Roger Christianson, Edward Constantine, Jerome Cunningham, Michael Davis, Michael Dolan, Roland Fisher, William Granville, James Griffin,

Alfred Hall, Kenneth Hitch,
Francis Hrnicek, Lawrence Kirchoff, Robert Klee, William
Kuhns, Paul Lenze, David Maddock, John Martin, Michael Mitchell, Robert Montcalm, Gregory Nagel, John Radoll, John

Rosell, Dennis

Thornton and
Carroll Wheeldon.
Thirty cadets also received
Academic Achievement Awards.

Culture Committee
To Uplift Standards
A "cultural events committee"may be added to the roster
of ASSU officialdom, Leo Hindery, ASSU treasurer, said
Monday.
The committee, to be operational by winter quarter, would
handle selection of events to be
included in the ASSU's block
booking program. Possible
events, Hindery said, would
probably be limited to short-run
cultural affairs, but "any event

that the committee felt would
afford an interest to a sizable
number" would be considered.
The ASSU ventured into block
booking this year on an experimental basis with purchase of
sections in three Seattle Symphony concerts and a Supremes
show. Although the Supremes
have outsold the symphony to
date, sales from both, Hindery
believes, show a future for block
booking at S.U.
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Pros
Ex-Chiefs
Score
for
Nads, Trillos Triumph
Top Teams Last Year;

WORKMAN, on the other
Tom Workman made his
homecoming a success as his hand, showed real class in pourSt. Louis Hawks demolished the ing through eight of twelve field
Seattle Sonics by a 148-129 count goal attempts and three of five
in the second game of a Sunday foul shots. In addition the St.
evening doubleheader. Two oth- Louis forward swept the boards
er ex-Chieftain dribblers, Elgin for eight rebounds.
Baylor and Plummer Lott, also
Lott will have another chance
played in the Coliseum double- against
the
as Seattle
5,465
fans. and St. LouisHawksmeet in two
header witnessed by
will
"SUPER CHIEF" Baylor led more exhibition games before
his Los Angeles Lakers against the regular season begins.
the San Francisco Warriors in
the first game. Baylor, who
starred for the Chiefs a decade
Falls
Soccer
Team
Soccer
Team Falls
ago, collected 26 points in a losing cause as his Lakers were deAn experienced U.W. team
feated by the powerful San
proved to be a little too much
Franciscans, 133-125.
for the inexperienced ChiefRookie Plummer Lott, playing
tain kickers as the Huskies
for the hometown Sonics against
won last Friday's practice
night.
the Hawks, had a bad
He
game 3-0. The Chiefs play
could only find the range for one
again this Saturday at 2:00
field goal in the high scoring
p.m. at Interbay.
contest.

CATCH ME IFYOU CAN:Mike Merrick of the Gaussians
has just received a pass from Terry Greiner as he steams
around John Real of the Trillos and heads for the end
zone.
By TERRY ZAREMBA
Last year's powerhouses won
without much duress in last
weekend's practice round in intramural football. The Nads and
Trillos, last year's champions
and runners -up respectively,
posted easy wins.
The Nads breezed by the Sixth
Floor by a 36-0 count as Clark
Warren scored three touchdowns, two of them coming on
passes from John Hart. The
Sixth Floor played hard but
could not muster a sustained offensive against the Nads.

—

THE TRILLOS also socked
across five touchdowns all of
them comingon passes by Steve
Conklin. The Gaussians scored
twice but could not keep up with
their swift-strikingfoes and ended up on the short end of a 35-13
score.
The Chambers looked impressive as they shot down the Vice
Squad, 39-0. Ed Laßissoniere
found Butch Hrnicek open for
two touchdown passes and ran
for one himself in the easy

Chamber victory.
The Satyrs pulled a mild upset by upending the Engineers

TOM WORKMAN

<3jsb\
\

by a 14-7 count. A short pass
from Bill Holland to Frank
Zderic iced the game for the Sa-

tyrs.

The Banchees rode the passing of Paul Taylor to a victory
over the Justice League in a
Saturday game. Taylor twice
found Mike Soltero open for
T.D. passes.

\

THE A PHI O's mashed the
Poi Pounders 25-0 in another
Saturday game. Four different
players scored for the frat boys
in their shutout victory.
The Invaders were repelledby
the Forum as Skip Hall filled
the air with passes. Four of the
Forum quarterback's passes
went for T.D.s and a rugged
defense squelched every Invader attempt to score as the Forum took it 24-0.
The Chiefs obtained victory
the easy way as the Born Losers, who seem to be just that,
forfeited. League play will begin this weekend.

Intramural Volleyball
Schedule on page 8.
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New Psychology Prof
Does Field Research

Judicial Board
Needs People
Positions are currently open
for four new Judiciary Board
members, ASSU Ist Vice President Larry Inman has announc-

By MARILYN STEWART
A new face in the psychology
department this year is Mrs.
Norma J. Knutzen. She is teaching 11 hours this term: Psychology of Growth and Development

ed.
Three sophomores and one
junior are sought to fill out the
board, which constitutes the entire judiciary branch of S.U.

and a seminar.

Mrs. Knutzen comes from
Washington State University
where she majored in psychology and earned her B.S. degree
and her masters which will be
awarded in February. S.U. will
offer Mrs. Knutzen her first experience in the teaching profession.
As a psychology instructor,
she is primarily interested in
experimental research and
learning. She often conducts experiments in this field, and is
presently involved in one with
pigeons.
Mrs. Knutzen calls such experiments her "inside hobby"
and appliesthis type of research
in her contact with students. For
instance, she studies the academic behavior of college sophomores. Her outside hobbies include training dogs and horseback riding.
Mrs. Knutzen plans to begin
work for her doctorate degree
at the U.W. within a year. She
stated that she will probably be-

student government.

STUDENTS MAY file for the
positions, which are appointive,
by completing a form at the
ASSU offices in the Chieftain.
Applicants are judged on knowledge of student affairs, activity
on campus, and ability to pass
a test on the ASSU constitution
and the 1963 Judiciary Act. Copies of both documents are available in the ASSU offices.
Inman said that attempts are
MRS. NORMA KNUTZEN
being made presently at bringgin working toward it on a part ing the Judicial Board, which
time basis, but eventually will has fallen into disuse, back into
turn to full time study until she the mainstream of campus political life.
earns the degree.
Mrs. Knutzen is a native of
Washington. She was born and
SOME BASICALLY judicial
raised in Burlington, 60 miles functions now performed by the
from Seattle, and now resides in university administration, he
said, may be transferred to the
Bothell with her husband.
Mrs. Knutzen's office is locat- Judicial Board in the future.
ed in Xavier, 222.

Volleyball Schedule
FIRST ROUND
LEAGUE PLAY
Tuesday, Oct. 10
Gaussians Bye
Wednesday, October 11
7:00 „.
A Phi_.
O vs. Trillos
_
Sixth Floor vs Engineers
8: 30 Banchees vs. Born Losers
9: 15 Vice Squad vs. Invaders

_ ...

..

P"

.

LEAGUE PLAY
-r
a
Tuesday,
Oct. 17
7:00 Justice League vs.
Chamber
7:45 Chiefs vs. Forum
8: 30 Poi Pounders vs. Nads
9:15 ROTC vs. Gaussians
Wpdnewtav
Wednesday,

7: 00
7:45
8: 30
9:15

Urt
Oct. 18

Banchees vs. Vice Squad
Born Losers vs. Invaders
A Phi O vs. Sixth Floor
Trillos vs. Engineers

Official Notice

Classes will be dismissed
resume

THIRD ROUND
LEAGUE PLAY
Tuesday, Oct. 24
7: 00 Gaussians vs.
Poi Powers
?:45 Nads vs. Satyrs
8:30 Chamber vs. Chiefs
9: 15 Forum vs. Justice League

ROTC

Wednesday

at 9:40 a.m. and will

at 1p.m. tomorrow in order
that all students will be able
to attend the Mass of the
Holy Spirit to invoke the
blessings of Almighty God on
the new academic year.
The congregation is invited
to join the S.U. Chorus.
Hymns which will be designated on the sign board in the
sanctuary and found in the
Peoples Hymnal in the pews.
Seniors attending the Mass
should line up on Marion
Street between Ninth Aye.
and Terry Aye. no later than
10 a.m. tomorrow.
Fr. Edmund Morton, S. J.
Academic Vice President

Bye

qJ 25

7?Wffl3n
H<£>r vs. Trillos
7:45 Engineers vs. A Phi O

8:30 V ice Squad vs.
Born Losers
9: 15 Invaders vs. Banchees
FOURTH ROUND
LEAGUE PLAY
T
B?'B
?' Octvs. Gaussians
7: °0 Satyrs
7:45 Poi Pounders vs ROTC
Nads Bye
Wednesday, Nov. 1
7:00 ROTC vs. Satyrs
7: 45 Gaussians vs. Nads
Poi Pounders Bye

"

H^

Satyrs Bvp

-

Tomorrow

Meetings
Raiders, changed to 3 p.m.,Fri-

Gamma Sigma Phi, board, 6:30
p.m., Chieftain lounge.
Gamma Sigma Phi, 7 p.m.,
Chieftain lounge.
I. K. pledge class, last open
meeting, 6:30 p.m., P 302.
I.X.'s, 7 p.m., house.

LIVE

Meetings

,

SKI
SALE
- OPEN HOUSE
SPM
to 11 PM

IN PERSON: OLYMPIC CHAMPION

PEPI STIBGLER
HEAD MOVIE: "SECRET RAGE"
REFRESHMENTS— FASHIONS

" 53 PR. USED HEAD SKIS
MANY WITH BINDINGS
NEW VALUES TO $150

" 15 PR. USED NAME

FROM

$<fl J§ S8

i
"#"

BRAND SKIS

METAL X FPOXY-SCME WITH BINDINGS
$«>>f
NEW VALUES TO $175
FROM

88

A**

" 230 PR. NEW ADULT SKIS
LAMINATED HARDWOOD-KOFIX TYPE BASE
PLASTIC TO EDGES— SOME WITH BINDINGS
UP TO 80% OFF
FROM

SCBB

LAMINATED WOOD-SOME WITH BINDINGS
UP TO 80% OFF
FROM

$988

SOME WITH BINDINGS

OO

D

O

RENTALS

WANTED: Male roommate to there
apt. with Seattle Community College student. Near S.U. Call EA
2-4259.

FROM

from

sigma Rappa ph djnner meet
5:30 P m" Bellarmine snack

{"£

\\\€QiOAy

" 40 PR. NEW JR. SKIS
IClassified Ads | "
64 PR. USED SKIS
" 45 PR, USED SKI POLES 88'
.
" 35 PR. GIRLS STRETCH PANTS

SMOKE SIGNALS
Today

Wednesday, October 11, 1967

UNFURNISHED apt. Two-bedroom
house. 310 llth Aye. $100 mo.
Call RO 2-9486.

CAP, 7:30 p.m., McHugh Hall.
Discussion with Peace Corps vol-

MISCELLANEOUS

Marketing Club, 11 a.m., Xavier
conference room.

THESES, term papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.

unteers.

...WORK ... PLAY ...IN HAWAII
Opportunities For

Electrical/Electronic Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Mathematicians/Statisticians

SKI BOOTS

UP TO 60% OFF

" BOOT TREE

FROM

'QBBQ 88

99*

" EGONOMY SKI SET
FROM

" NEW HEAD SKI STOCK

I

Use Firstbank or BankAmericard

of the USNAD OAHU

QUALITY EVALUATION LABORATORY

" NEW

5

40% OFF

QUALITY SKIS. BINDINGS, POLES PLUS SEA- SOQSO
SON GUARANTEE-$48.65 VALUE ONLY
AV9

Technical Writers
Physicists

Testing and Analysis of Reliability of Modern Complex Weapon Systems
Includes Laboratory and Field Firing Programs

—

GREAT VALUE

—

Progressive Training Program
CivilService Benefits

Transporation and Shipment of Household Effects
Cost of Living Allowance
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Arrange an Interview through the Placement Office
or Write
U.S. NAVAL AMMUNITION DEPOT
FPO Son Francisco 96612
for more information

1525 llth AYE.
BROADWAY DISTRICT AT

PINE* ST.

I

